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Research on senior executive reward has typically explored the connection between pay, performance and the alignment of interests of executives and shareholders. This article examines the relationship between reward and motivation, drawing on the psychological, behavioural economics and decision-making literatures. Based on an empirical study of FTSE 350 senior executives, the research examines whether long-term incentive plans are an effective and efficient way of motivating executives, taking into account risk, time discounting, uncertainty and fairness. The article concludes that the way executives frame choices, perceive value, assess probability, evaluate temporal effects and respond to uncertainty means that long-term incentive plans (LTIPs) are generally not efficient and are often not effective in meeting their objectives. It proposes that, in its current form, agency theory does not provide a sound basis for modelling senior executive reward, and suggests five areas for development.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1995, the Greenbury Report recommended that UK companies should adopt performance-related long-term incentive plans for senior executives, preferring them to traditional share options (Greenbury, 1995). The report pointed out that stock options had a number of shortcomings: they sometimes led to windfall gains simply as a result of general movements in share prices and did not encourage directors to build up significant shareholdings in their employing companies. Reuters Group plc was the first UK-listed company to adopt the new style of long-term incentive plan in 1993. After 1995, many other UK companies followed suit, influenced by the Greenbury Report as well as the withdrawal of tax relief for share options granted over shares with a market value in excess of £20,000 in the 1995 budget. Since that time, LTIPs have become a major component of senior executive reward systems in UK-listed companies. In 2009, LTIPs comprised around 38 per cent of the total earnings of executives in the FTSE 100 and 33 per cent in the FTSE mid-250 (IDS, 2010).

While designs vary, in the UK, LTIPs typically take the form of an award of deferred shares that vest over a 3 year period conditional upon the satisfactory achievement of a number of financial performance targets. These are often relative measures, benchmarked against either an index or the financial performance of a number of comparator companies, so that the extent to which awards vest is dependent upon a company’s financial performance relative to the market.

LTIPs have two primary objectives: first, to align the interests of executives and shareholders in order to minimise both agency risk and the associated cost (the alignment objective); and second, to recruit, retain and motivate senior executives to maximise their effort and give high performance (the motivation objective). For some years, there has been disquiet about how successful LTIPs are in meeting these two objectives. Criticisms by executives, investors or the
public generally include the assertion that complex designs make LTIPs very hard to understand, performance targets are undemanding or too demanding, the performance of comparator companies has an undue impact on performance targets, and the total amounts ultimately paid out are perceived to be too high. Evidence of this can be found in the practitioner and business press, see for example PricewaterhouseCoopers (2006, 2007, 2008) and The Sunday Telegraph’s Executive Pay Report (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/jobs/7728860/Executive-Pay-Report-2010-How-the-recession-has-shaped-boardroom-pay.html). One of the paradoxes about LTIPs is that, self-evidently, these points of view cannot be easily reconciled.

This article examines whether long-term incentive plans are an effective and efficient way of motivating senior executives, while at the same time exploring other behavioural aspects of senior executive reward systems. It argues that it is short-sighted to focus on the alignment objective without also considering the motivation objective, on the basis that the interests of shareholders and executives cannot be aligned if executives are not properly motivated. It proposes that more attention should be paid to the motivation objective and inequity aversion by economists and other management theorists, and that the behavioural agency model proposed by Wiseman and Gomez-Mejia (1998) should be developed further.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. First, we consider the literature on senior executive reward and work motivation, developing a theoretical framework that underpins the empirical work and constructing a set of three research propositions. Second, we describe the research method, which comprised both a qualitative research stage (Stage 1) and a quantitative stage (Stage 2). Third, we set out the results of the study, demonstrating how the outcomes of the quantitative work carried out at Stage 2 corroborate the findings of the qualitative work carried out at Stage 1. The article concludes by discussing the implications of our findings for the development of agency theory as it applies to senior executive reward.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The academic literature on senior executive reward is now very extensive, drawing on a variety of scholarly traditions including economics, sociology, law, corporate governance, accounting, finance, management and organisation studies. Recent literature reviews and summaries are provided by Devers et al. (2007) and Gomez-Mejia et al. (2010: 117–140). Major theories include agency theory (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Jensen and Murphy, 1990), tournament theory (Lazear and Rosen, 1981), human capital theory (Combs and Skills, 2003), the managerial power hypothesis (Bebchuk et al., 2002), institutional theory (Balkin, 2008), political theories (Ungson and Steers, 1984) and fairness theories (Wade et al., 2006). Filatotchev and Alloc (2010) propose a contingency framework that conceptualises executive pay in terms of organisational context, complementarity of governance systems and national institutional environments, but this approach lacks theoretical parsimony (see Gomez-Mejia et al., 2005: 1512). Devers et al. (2007) note that behavioural research is a relatively new feature of the literature on senior executive reward.

The investigation described in this article takes agency theory as its starting point. Agency theory is the dominant framework for examining senior executive reward (Bratton, 2005). However, following Wiseman and Gomez-Mejia (1998), we challenge a number of the underlying behavioural assumptions of agency theory, specifically those relating to motivation and fairness.

Agency theory focuses on the separation of ownership and control, and hence on the importance of incentive contracts to align the interests of shareholders and managers. The underlying assumptions are that organisations are profit-seeking, that agents are both rational
and rent-seeking, and that there is no non-pecuniary agent motivation (Besley and Ghatak, 2005). It is assumed that an agent’s utility is positively contingent on pecuniary incentives and negatively contingent on effort. It is postulated that effort and motivation increase monotonically with additional reward. The pay effort function is presumed to be a straight line with a positive gradient proceeding from bottom left to top right.

The principal agent model places less emphasis on the objective of motivating agents (whether extrinsically or intrinsically) than it does on alignment. Kreps (1997) contends that it is not necessary to postulate the concept of intrinsic motivation on the basis that what is called intrinsic motivation may in fact be no more than a series of vaguely defined extrinsic motivators. Besley and Ghatak (2005) argue, on the contrary, that there is such a thing as a motivated agent whose economic behaviour is affected by intrinsic motivation, but their argument is restricted to employees of public sector or non-profit organisations whose activities coalesce around a ‘mission’. Deci and Ryan (1985) argue that the importance of intrinsic motivation should not be underestimated. They challenge the idea that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are either independent or additive, arguing instead that contingent monetary rewards might actually cause a reduction in intrinsic motivation. In a similar way, Frey and Jegen (2001) postulate that in some cases, extrinsic motivation can ‘crowd-out’ intrinsic motivation, particularly if monetary incentives are badly designed. They argue for a strong form of crowding out whereby an increase in extrinsic reward leads to an overall reduction in total motivation. A weaker form of crowding out can alternatively be postulated, whereby the level of total motivation is maintained only if the increase in extrinsic reward more than compensates for the reduction in intrinsic motivation. Weak crowding out is consistent with the economic concept of the diminishing marginal utility of increasing wealth (Markowitz, 1952).

The theory of work motivation most commonly used in investigations into the motivational impact of pay and monetary incentives is expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964). Vroom’s move in the 1960s was to turn an economic theory of rational choice (expected utility theory) into a psychological theory of motivation. Steel and Konig (2006) propose a variation which they call temporal motivation theory. This combines expectancy theory with hyperbolic discounting (Ainslie and Haslam, 1992) and prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Temporal motivation theory postulates that motivation can be understood in terms of expectancy and value, weakened by delay, with differences for gains and perceived losses, formally:

\[
E_j = \frac{E_{ik}^a \times V_{ik}^p}{1 + \delta t}
\]  

where \(E_{ik}^a\) is the expectancy function that act i will lead, via j, to outcome k, \(V_{ik}^p\) is the value function for outcome k, and \(\delta t\) is the personal discount factor for the delay between act i and outcome k under hyperbolic discounting. Expectancy and value are both computed in accordance with prospect theory. Thus, the motivation of a person to carry out act i is the product of his or her expectancy that act i will lead to outcome k, and the value which he or she attaches to k, discounted for any time delay between the occurrence of act i and outcome k.

Based on this theoretical analysis two research propositions are advanced:

**Proposition 1:** Long-term incentives are systematically undervalued by senior executives because of the way that risk, value and probability are subjectively assessed, the way that the value of future reward is discounted and as a result of cognitive responses to uncertainty.
Proposition 2: Above an upper threshold level of earnings, extrinsic reward weakly crowds out senior executives’ intrinsic motivation.

A third research proposition is derived from the literature examining the relationship between pay and fairness. It is common ground that an individual’s satisfaction with their earnings depends not just upon buying power but also on how their earnings compare with the total rewards of salient others (Shafir et al., 1997). Akerlof postulates the fair wage hypothesis according to which workers have a conception of a ‘fair-wage’ such that if actual earnings are less than the fair wage, then only a corresponding fraction of normal effort will be supplied (Akerlof, 1982). According to Adams (1965), people seek a fair balance between what they put into their jobs (including energy, commitment, intelligence and skill – collectively ‘inputs’) and what they get out (including financial rewards, recognition, and opportunities for personal growth – collectively ‘outputs’). Agents form perceptions of what constitutes a fair balance between inputs and outputs by comparing their own situations with other referents. Referents may be internal (peers, immediate subordinates, immediate superiors) or external (people doing equivalent jobs in other organisations). If agents feel that their inputs are fairly and adequately rewarded by outputs, the equity benchmark being subjectively perceived from market norms and other reference points, then they will be happy in their work and be motivated to keep contributing at the same or a higher level. However, if the relationship between inputs and outputs is not proportionate, then the agent will become dissatisfied, and hence demotivated. Inequity aversion, as Fehr and Schmidt (1999: 819) call this phenomenon, is translated into economic terms by Michelman as ‘demoralisation costs’ (Michelman, 1967: 1214). Gomez-Mejia and Wiseman (1997: 318–320) argue that inequity aversion applies equally to senior executives as to other workers.

Drawing on these theories, a third research proposition is advanced:

Proposition 3: Below a lower threshold level of earnings, inequity aversion resulting from social comparisons of total rewards relative to peers negatively impacts on motivation and leads to demoralisation costs.

RESEARCH METHODS

Inspired by Bewley, “this inquiry is intended to be exploratory, touching on many issues in order to test existing theories, to seek new hypotheses, and to see the overall shape of the phenomena”, Bewley (1999: 16). Accordingly, a mixed methods research approach was adopted, involving a largely inductive first part (Stage 1) based around a programme of semi-structured interviews, and a more analytical second part (Stage 2) based on a survey. Stage 1 was designed to identify major research themes, which were then examined further in Stage 2 using techniques drawn from the psychological, behavioural economics and decision-making literatures.

Stage 1 comprised a qualitative study of 15 senior executives from companies in the FTSE 350. Participants in the study included four chief executive officers (CEOs), three executive directors, one other senior executive and seven non-executive directors, representing 14 different companies drawn from seven major industry sectors. Ages ranged from 40 to 69 with a median age of 53. Thirteen of the participants were male, and two were female. The participants were identified via the first researcher’s professional contacts, a form of convenience sampling. Data saturation was achieved by about the twelfth interview, consistent with the findings of Guest et al. (2006).
Data were gathered in a series of semi-structured interviews using a proforma interview guide. A thematic grid was used to develop a list of interview topics based on early work on the literature review. A semi-structured interview approach was preferred to structured interviews in order to ensure an appropriate degree of consistency, while at the same time retain enough flexibility to allow participants to express their views in full. The data were collected during in-depth discussions of around 1 hour in length. All interviews were recorded, and full transcripts were prepared using an external transcription agency. In each case, confidentiality was assured.

In total, the transcripts ran to approximately 100,000 words, representing nearly 17 hours of interview time. The data were analysed using a specific form of textual analysis after King (2004). Interview transcripts were read in detail, and all apparently significant phrases were highlighted and numbered. A template was then developed, based on the thematic grid and interview guide, combined with an initial impression of issues arising out of the transcripts. All significant phrases were coded against the headings appearing on the template. To some extent, this was an iterative process: the template was amended a number of times as new issues emerged from a deeper reading of the transcripts. The template required responses to be categorised and ranked. The results (template headings, answer categories, individual transcript codes and exemplary quotes) were collected in a spread sheet and summarised in a table.

Stage 2 comprised a quantitative survey-based study using an instrument developed after completion of the literature review and Stage 1. In total, 905 survey participants were selected randomly from a sample frame of 1,563 individuals, being the number of senior executives working for FTSE 350 companies based on a detailed examination of each company’s website, most recent annual report and other public data. It was estimated that the sample frame understated the actual number of individuals within the definition of senior executive by a factor of around three, as companies are only required to disclose the details of senior executives who are also company directors, although many do, in fact, provide more information than the legal minimum.

Of the 140 people who responded to the questionnaire, 65 declined to participate saying that it was against company policy to do so or they were too busy, leaving a sample of 75 participants. This included 11 CEOs, 31 executive directors, and 37 other senior executives, representing 67 different companies drawn from nine major industry sectors. Ages ranged from 40 to 65 with a median age of 48. Seventy of the participants were male and five were female.

The main part of the questionnaire comprised 15 questions on risk, time discounting, uncertainty, fairness and intrinsic motivation. Two questions addressed risk, three questions tested time discounting, and aversion to uncertainty was assessed by two questions. These questions were designed to investigate further the first of the research themes identified in Stage 1. Another pair of questions sought to quantify the amount of extrinsic reward required to compensate participants for forgoing the intrinsic rewards they would obtain from their ideal jobs, the second theme emerging from Stage 1. The cost of compensating executives for the intrinsic reward forgone from working in their ideal jobs was measured as a discount on current earnings (referred to as the ‘ideal-job discount’), with results varying from 0.00 (no discount) to 1.00 (implying that the participant would be prepared to work without remuneration in their ideal job). The importance of fairness, the third theme of Stage 1, was tested in two ways. Two pairs of questions were based on the ultimatum game in which people have to decide how to share a gift of money, which they would forgo if the responder does not accept the proposer’s proposition. The difference between an individual’s maximum offer price and minimum acceptance price, divided by one half of the amount available for allocation in...
the game, was used to calculate an index indicating their inequity orientation. Inequity aversion scores potentially varied between 0.00 (low tolerance of inequity) and 1.00 (high tolerance of inequity). Another perspective on fairness was provided using the puzzle described by Shafir et al. (1997: 350), which compares the motivation levels of two similar executives working for different employers earning different amounts relative to their peers.

The data were investigated using SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for questions arranged in triplets, and inter-item correlations for questions arranged in pairs where Cronbach’s $\alpha$ might not have been appropriate (Pallant, 2007: 95). In all cases, the results of the reliability tests were satisfactory. The subsequent analysis was largely limited to descriptive statistics given the relatively small sample size.

**RESULTS**

**Results of Stage 1**

**The significance of financial incentives** The majority of participants in Stage 1 regarded financial incentives as important, but not critical, to business success. Of the two participants in the study who rated financial incentives as very important, one, an executive director and evidently by inclination an entrepreneur, had joined his company during its start-up phase and had helped to grow the business up to and beyond the point of flotation on the London Stock Exchange. The other, a non-executive director, was on the board of a company that had been through a major turnaround, during which time executives had been incentivised with a high-profile private-equity style incentive plan. In other cases, the prevailing view was that most executives are driven by a sense of achievement, of being part of a successful management team, of working in a place where they are in tune with the organisation’s values and objectives, and of building a great company, summarised in the words of one participant as ‘winning’. According to this majority view, only a small number of executives are primarily motivated by potential monetary gain, perhaps no more than 10 per cent or 20 per cent according to one HR director.

Nevertheless, financial incentives clearly do matter. Executives want to be valued and to be treated equitably or (as a number of them put it) ‘fairly’. Financial incentives are, according to one non-executive, ‘a necessary but not sufficient condition for motivating executives’. An HR director explained: “the behaviour of the vast majority of people, including senior executives, can be influenced by financial incentives”. Another CEO said that intrinsic factors, like achievement, teamwork, status and power, are fundamentally important but only come into play once you are at or above a minimum threshold for financial reward.

Financial incentives serve a number of purposes: in particular, to provide opportunities for creating wealth, as a retention mechanism to discourage executives from looking for employment elsewhere (or at least to increase their transfer price, and thus to deter other companies from targeting them), to strengthen engagement and encourage sustained performance, and as a means of ‘keeping score’. The last of these appeared to be especially important in the case of CEOs. Chief executives, competitive by nature, want to know how they are doing relative to their peers. Remuneration is an obvious way of measuring this, as a proxy for wider measures of success. Only two interviewees mentioned the importance of aligning the interests of shareholders and executives, even though this is the primary reason for long-term incentives according to principal agent theory. In contrast, the use of LTIPs as a retention mechanism was mentioned most frequently.

Short-term incentives (annual bonuses) were generally regarded as very effective by executives and non-executives alike. Participants described them, in comparison with long-term
incentives, as having much better ‘line of sight’, meaning that the connection between successful actions and reward was more obvious. Long-term incentive plans, on the other hand, were generally seen as at best only partially effective; indeed, many of the executives in our study felt that LTIPs failed to meet their main objectives. Various reasons were given for this. Commonly cited was the complexity of most LTIPs. One CEO put it rather elegantly as follows:

“Deferred share schemes are basically somewhat poorly understood, and pretty arbitrary. In the old days share options were easily understood, but pretty arbitrary. These new schemes are extraordinarily complex . . . and still pretty arbitrary. That's the issue”.

The same CEO described how a divisional finance director had opted not to join a long-term incentive plan because he had miscalculated the possible benefits, yet had still managed to influence another executive in his decision to sign up to the plan because his colleague misunderstood the advice the finance director was giving him. A non-executive placed the onus on companies to communicate the value of LTIPs in terms that executives can understand.

A specific problem that participants identified with LTIPs was the use of comparative performance measures, such as relative total shareholder return (TSR). As one CEO said, “I don’t know how to manage relative TSR . . . you don’t wake up in the morning trying to manage something relative”. With comparative performance targets, the choice of benchmark companies becomes critical. An unusually good or bad profit or share price performance by another company can have a disproportionate effect on the basket of comparator companies, especially when no payments are made for below median performance. Takeovers of companies in the comparator group can be particularly distorting. This is the precise opposite of the ‘line of sight’ argument for short-term incentives; in the case of LTIPs, executives frequently cannot see any causal link between their actions and reward outcomes.

The challenge is that investors are driven by relative measures. They are selecting stocks based on relative performance by category and are worried about beating the average in the shape of an index. However, an HR director pointed out that the starting positions of managers and investors are not the same: “Most shareholders hold a portfolio and are therefore insulated against the capricious nature of shareholder returns. We as executives are not”. Another participant in the study said, “Investors shouldn’t inflict relative performance conditions on companies. They should say, ‘well that’s our challenge to manage’”.

The strong consensus among the executives who were interviewed was that using absolute performance conditions, designed carefully and linked to each company’s particular strategic objectives, could significantly enhance the motivational effect of LTIPs. The most appropriate financial metric to use, such as TSR, earnings per share or earnings before interest and tax, would vary from company to company, but in every case, the merit of having an absolute measure trumps relative metrics.

Participants in the study cited a number of other problems with LTIPs. In particular, one participant talked about the insistence of the Association of British Insurers, a trade association representing institutional shareholders, that no LTIP payment should be made unless performance was at or above the median level, which he referred to as ‘the tyranny of the median’. For reasonably solid defence stocks which are, as another executive put it, ‘incrementally creating value through incremental good decision-making over time’, this may result in no LTIP payments. The way LTIPs are often configured appears to favour volatile stocks, where large amounts of value are created in one performance period even if it is lost again in the next period.
The effect of non-paying LTIPs is not merely neutral – it can be positively demotivating to hold an incentive instrument that you believe will never pay out, a characteristic of loss aversion (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). An HR director with particular experience of this problem described it in the following way: “If you get reward wrong it is a much bigger de-motivator than it can ever be a motivator. It’s like walking around a china shop with a sledgehammer in your hands”.

Motivation and fairness The relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation provoked some discussion. The prevailing view among participants in the study was that, for senior executives, certain intrinsic factors, especially an orientation towards achievement, were important primary sources of behaviour. Power status and intimacy teamwork were also mentioned as significant factors. In general, however, intrinsic needs or drives were not seen as substitutes for extrinsic rewards – a substantial minimum level of remuneration must be provided. One CEO put it like this:

“Once you are at a threshold level on the financial structures, a level which is felt to be fair and appropriate to the market, then [intrinsic factors] become really important … but if you are at a significant discount on the monetary part then the other things will not make up for it”.

A number of non-executives commented that very large awards should not be necessary to engage and motivate executives. One company chairman, commenting specifically on the US market, said: “I do not believe, nor have I ever observed, that $100 million motivates people more than $10 million, indeed more than $1 million”. In practice, intrinsic and extrinsic rewards are evidently closely intertwined. The relationship between the two is complex and hard to unravel. As well as providing material benefits, extrinsic rewards are also important sources of information for executives, signals which executives can use to measure their value relative to their peers, how highly they are valued by their company boards, and even in some cases their self-worth.

A significant number of interviewees talked, on an unprompted basis, about fairness. For most of the participants in the study, fairness was primarily a relative concept: as equity theory predicts, one way in which rewards are evaluated is by drawing comparisons with other people (Adams, 1965). Who these referent persons were was not always clear. Executives talked generally about their peers. One CEO referred to second best options: “fairness is relative to other things I might do as opposed to other organisations”. Only one participant, also a CEO, thought fairness was a wholly irrelevant concept in the context of executive pay.

Key findings from Stage 1 Evidence from Stage 1 supports the proposition that senior executives systematically undervalue long-term incentives. The principal shortcomings of LTIPs that were identified by participants in Stage 1 as being, first, complexity: you cannot be effectively motivated by something that is too complicated to understand; in particular, with relative performance metrics too much is outside the control of executives, and for many companies, it is difficult to pick an appropriate group of comparator companies. Second (described earlier as the tyranny of the median), the fact that there is typically no payout at all for average performance creates the risk of a ‘feast or famine’ incentive, where companies with volatile earnings and share prices do better than steady performers. Third, participants recognised the significance of subjective valuation issues, including temporal discounting.

One of the ways in which financial incentives are important is that they provide a mechanism for ‘keeping score’, allowing an agent to assess how he or she is doing relative to
their peers and signalling how they are regarded by their principals. The directness of the link between effort, performance and reward was also remarked upon, encapsulated in the phrase ‘line of sight’. This corroborates the significance of instrumentality, whether an individual can see a link between effort and performance, one of the elements of expectancy theory. A critical issue here was relative performance conditions, where the vesting of awards depended not only on the financial performance of the executive’s own company (within the executive’s line of sight) but also on the relative performance of comparator companies (outside the executive’s line of sight).

Executives also recognised the existence of a trade-off between intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors. This was captured in the statement made by one of the participants in the study that a financial incentive is: “a necessary but not sufficient condition for motivating a senior executive”. Once above a threshold level of earnings, other factors, including status, power and the need for achievement, assume greater importance.

The final issue related to social comparisons. A notable feature of Stage 1 was the number of executives who talked about the importance of ‘fairness’. Social comparison is evidently an important driver of human behaviour across the whole spectrum of society (Tyson and Bournois, 2005), regardless of income or wealth.

The results of Stage 1 are summarised in Table 1. Three major themes are identified. First, the financial cost of an LTIP may be greater than the value perceived by executives because of the way people subjectively assess risk, discount future events and estimate valence. A related point is that the complexity of many LTIPs means that they are often poorly understood by executives, which impacts upon the perception of their value: a person cannot be effectively motivated by something that is too complicated to be readily understood. Second, the relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is neither linear nor orthogonal: while financial incentives are necessary, they are not sufficient for motivating senior executives; above an upper threshold level of earnings, extrinsic rewards may crowd out intrinsic motivation; below a lower threshold, intrinsic motivation may be affected by demoralisation costs. Third, social comparisons are critically important; one way in which rewards are evaluated by individuals is by drawing comparisons with the rewards of other people.

Results of Stage 2

Risk, time discounting and uncertainty The three major themes emerging from Stage 1 of subjective valuation, the trade-off between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, and the question of social comparisons were further examined in Stage 2 using a questionnaire. Two questions were used to examine risk aversion. One of these questions asked:

“Given that the annual bonus of an executive director working for a FTSE mid-250 company is around £185,000 which of following choices would you prefer? (A) 50% chance of receiving £370,000; otherwise nothing; (B) £165,000 for certain; or (C) Indifferent between A and B”.

In response to this question, 52 of the 75 participants chose the certain option B, even though the expected value of option A is higher. This is consistent with previous empirical research, in which a bias towards risk aversion of around 80 per cent of the population being sampled is often regarded as the norm. The results for time discounting also showed that many of the participants were significant time discounters. Another question asked:
Given that the median long-term incentive award of an executive director working for a FTSE mid-250 company is around £300,000 per year, which of the following choices would you prefer? (A) A chance of receiving £250,000 tomorrow with a probability of 75%; otherwise nothing. (B) A chance of receiving £400,000 in three years’ time with a probability of 75%; otherwise nothing. (C) Indifferent between A and B”.

TABLE 1  
Key themes and exemplary quotes from Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Exemplary quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjective valuation issues and complexity</td>
<td>The financial cost of an LTIP may be greater than the value perceived by executives because of the way people subjectively assess risk, discount future events and estimate value. A person cannot be effectively motivated by something that is too complicated to be readily understood.</td>
<td>“LTIPS are an amount of money with a very high discount attached to it”. “I think it is inevitable that people attach a lower discount to near term systems”. “We are paying people in a currency they don’t value”. “From the perspective of executive perception the rewards from an LTIP are difficult to assess and worse can be measuring the wrong thing”. “The complexity of most deferred share schemes means that they are basically somewhat poorly understood”. “The direct motivation is not there on a day-to-day basis...because of complexity”. “Relative TSR is meaningless...because there is no line of sight”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>A financial incentive is a necessary but not sufficient condition for motivating senior executives. Above an upper threshold level of earnings extrinsic rewards may ‘crowd-out’ intrinsic motivation. Below a lower threshold, intrinsic motivation may be affected by ‘demoralisation costs’.</td>
<td>“There are a small number of people who are only motivated by the monetary gain, maybe 20%”. “Once you’re above a threshold level on the financial structures...then other stuff [becomes] really important”. “The role of money is...as a way of keeping the score”. “If the amounts are large enough they can make one lose sight of the intrinsic”. “It seems as if there is a law of diminishing returns”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social comparisons and fairness</td>
<td>One way in which rewards are evaluated by individuals is by drawing comparisons with the rewards of salient others.</td>
<td>“Internal relativity [is] a big issue”. “The only way I really think about compensation is ‘do I feel fairly compensated relative to my peers?’” “I believe this is true especially amongst corporate executives who appear to be very sensitive to differentials with perceived peers”. “This is definitely true in my experience as an HR director”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In response, 37 people chose option A (which assumes a 17 per cent financial discount factor in comparison with option B), and 35 chose options B, with three people saying that they were indifferent between the two alternatives. In a similar question, where option A was set at £175,000 with a probability of 75 per cent (a financial discount rate of 32 per cent) and option B was unchanged, 21 people chose Option A and 51 chose option B, with three people saying that they were indifferent. Using these two results as reference points, it was possible to calculate that a median annualised discount rate of between 18 and 23 per cent was implied by the answers to the survey. The discount rate applied in practice when valuing long-term incentives for accounting purposes is likely to be much lower. At the present time, rates of less than 5 per cent would be more realistic.

The results of the tests on uncertainty aversion suggested that many senior executives do have a preference for certainty over uncertainty; however, the effect was not as strong as in the case of risk aversion. The results of the seven questions relating to risk, time discounting and uncertainty are summarised in Table 2.

Extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation and inequity aversion The relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation was investigated using two questions that sought to quantify the amount of extrinsic reward required to compensate participants for forgoing the intrinsic rewards they would obtain from their ‘ideal jobs’. After a priming question, participants were asked, relative to their current total earnings, what was the minimum level of employment income that they would be prepared to accept if they were offered their dream management job? The results varied between a minimum discount of 0.00 and a maximum of 0.92, with a mean discount score of 0.48, a median score of 0.50 and a standard deviation of 0.24. The frequency distribution of the ideal job discount scores showed a strong central tendency around the mean. It suggests that companies incur a significant cost in providing senior executives with extrinsic rewards to compensate them for the intrinsic motivation they forgo.

Four questions (in two pairs) examined the impact of social comparisons by using an ultimatum game in which participants were invited to assume the roles of both proposer and responder in turn. The differences between the offer prices and minimum acceptance prices provided an indication of the person’s equity orientation or inequity tolerance, and were used to calculate an inequity aversion score. Five participants had negative scores, recording minimum acceptances that were greater than their maximum offers. This is a cautious strategy for a participant who is acting as a proposer, presumably intended to provide a strong incentive for the responder to accept, while at the same time implying a significant aversion to inequity when the participant is acting as responder. In each of these five cases, the inequity aversion score was set at zero (representing strong inequity aversion) to avoid skewing the results.

After adjusting for these five items, the resulting inequity aversion scores had an interquartile range from 0.00 (low tolerance of inequity) to 0.36 (higher tolerance of inequity), with a mean score of 0.22, a median score of 0.16 and a standard deviation of 0.28. The frequency distribution of the overall inequity aversion scores showed a very distinct skew to the left, representing a low tolerance of inequity. These findings were consistent with the responses to the question based on Shafir’s conundrum (Shafir et al., 1997: 350). When asked which of two comparable executives working for different firms was more motivated, 46 participants choose the one with the lower absolute but higher relative salary, 13 choose the executive with the higher absolute but lower relative salary, and 16 participants were indifferent.
TABLE 2 Results for risk, time discounting and uncertainty from Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1.</td>
<td>(A) Gamble £18,000 ((p = 0.50)); (B) £8,000 ((p = 1.00)); (C) Indifferent between A and B.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2.</td>
<td>(A) Bonus £370,000 ((p = 0.50)); (B) £165,000 ((p = 1.00)); (C) Indifferent between A and B.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-item correlation = 0.341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3.</td>
<td>(A) Winning £8,000 tomorrow ((p = 0.75)); (B) Winning £18,000 in three years ((p = 0.75)); (C) Indifferent</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38.67%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4.</td>
<td>(A) Bonus £175,000 tomorrow ((p = 0.75)); (B) Bonus £400,000 in 3 years ((p = 0.75)); (C) Indifferent</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5.</td>
<td>(A) Bonus £250,000 tomorrow ((p = 0.75)); (B) Bonus £400,000 in 3 years ((p = 0.75)); (C) Indifferent</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cronbach’s (\alpha = 0.742)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6.</td>
<td>(A) Winning £18,000 ((p = 0.50)) (B) Winning £18,000 ((0.25 \leq p \leq 0.75)); (C) Indifferent between A and B.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.</td>
<td>(A) Bonus £185,000 in three years ((p = 1.00)) (B) Bonus of 100,000 (\times p) in 3 years ((£0.70 \leq p \leq £3.00)); (C) Indifferent</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-item correlation = 0.312 (n = 75)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability was assessed for pairs of questions by calculating inter-item correlations and for triplets using Cronbach’s \(\alpha\). Optimal inter-item correlations are in the range 0.2–0.4, and the Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) scale should be above 0.7.
DISCUSSION

The research suggests that the way senior executives assess probabilities and value is significantly affected by risk aversion, time discounting and uncertainty aversion. This contradicts the rational agent assumption that lies at the heart of the principal agent model. The conclusion, that the value of a long-term incentive, as mentally accounted for by a senior executive, is likely to be less than the amount which the company providing the incentive has to account for as a cost, is in many ways a startling result. It is consistent with the findings of Buck et al. (2003), which called into doubt the effectiveness of LTIPs and the agency model, although their research was conducted largely within a conventional microeconomic framework. It raises important questions about how efficient and effective long-term incentive plans are as a way of motivating senior executives. The result is a kind of inverted value proposition because the financial cost of LTIPS is greater than the value perceived by executives.

More generally, the study found evidence that, as extrinsic reward increases over and above an upper threshold level, there is a negative impact on intrinsic motivation. Conversely, below a lower threshold level, dissatisfaction with extrinsic rewards caused by unfavourable peer comparisons can negatively impact on intrinsic motivation. These results challenge a second assumption of agency theory that there is no non-pecuniary agent motivation. It is consistent with the positions taken by institutional and behavioural economists, such as Simon (1945/1997), Leibenstein (1966), Williamson (1975), and more recently Thaler (1991) and Ariely (2008), who argue that the set of model triggers for economic action should be extended to include motivations other than rent-seeking.

A number of inferences can be drawn about the shape of a typical senior executive’s pay effort curve. The starting point is the standard economic assumption that effort increases monotonically with pay. This is varied at the top end because of weak crowding out, and at the bottom end by demoralisation costs, giving an angled, inverted ‘S’ shape. Thus, in the middle range of the curve, effort increases monotonically with additional reward, diminishing above an upper inflection point (when the rate of change of the pay effort curve accelerates) because of crowding out, and falling away sharply below a lower inflection point (when the rate of change of the pay effort curve slows down) because of demoralisation costs.

Conclusions, limitations and opportunities for further research

The results were consistent with the three research propositions: proposition 1 is supported by the responses in Stage 2 to the questions regarding risk, time and uncertainty; proposition 2 is consistent with the answers to the questions about intrinsic motivation; and proposition 3 is supported by the responses to the questions regarding inequity aversion. These outcomes corroborate the results of the qualitative research in Stage 1. A significant theoretical conclusion is that agency theory, assuming as it does rational, rent-seeking executives and no non-pecuniary agent motivation, does not in its current form provide a sound basis for modelling senior executive reward. A re-theorising of agency theory is, therefore, proposed, building on the behavioural agency model (Wiseman and Gomez-Mejia, 1998). This should (a) avoid the assumption of no non-pecuniary agent motivation and recognise instead the role of intrinsic motivation; (b) take into account the importance of both the motivation and alignment objectives, and the interrelationship between them; (c) postulate a non-linear pay effort function that tails off above an upper earnings threshold (because of crowding out) and below a lower earnings threshold (because of demoralisation costs); (d) model more realistically the way that
agents evaluate non-cash incentives, especially where payment is deferred for a number of years; and (e) recognise the significant role that inequity aversion plays in determining the motivational impact of earnings.

The main limitation of the study relates to the sample size in Stage 2. Although the way senior executive was defined for the purposes of the study meant that the population sampled in the FTSE 350 was restricted to around 5,000 individuals, nevertheless this proved to be a hard-to-access group. Data saturation was achieved in Stage 1, but the final sample size in Stage 2 was relatively small, which limited the options for detailed statistical analysis. Nevertheless, the sample was representative of the relevant population in terms of industry, job function, age and gender, and the results of Stage 2 were consistent with the findings of Stage 1.

Additional empirical research is required in future to build a larger data. Further theoretical work is required to construct an improved behavioural agency model for senior executive reward systems, incorporating the five development points identified earlier.

Notes
1. For the purposes of this article, something is considered to be ‘efficient’ if it causes inputs to be minimised for a given level of outputs, and ‘effective’ if it is capable of achieving its intended objectives.
2. The fact that the majority of the participants in the two studies were male reflects the lack of gender diversity in the population of company directors generally. See Sealy et al. (2009).
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